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For those shoppers who are looking for jewellery that is unique and completely original, Saswa has
been always a welcome site for you. Sharing a passion for an exquisite jewellery, Yashira Razik and
her partner have brought together a certain collection of astounding handmade pieces from around
the world. We cannot deny the fact that there are still lots of people wondering why these partners
choose the name Saswa. Yashira was actually looking after her little brother and because she
attempt to say her name he could only pronounce Saswa, and so this name was born. This name is
now known because of its specialty hand made jewellery and for its famous brands in the field of
quality jewellery as well.

Some of their ever popular ranges are the STORM, Calvin Klein, SWATCH as well as the Kit Heath
rub shoulders with some pieces from Watch This Space and Welsh designer Carrie Elspeth. They
also pride themselves for being the place to come when someone is looking for an original a swell
as unusual and then known for the world renowned name brands. Watch This Space is actually a
fresh  and new brand that has been made with an assortment of jewellery to really steal attention
and you can only find this range of jewellery at Saswa, which are all stunning and unique.

On the other hand, for over ten years, Carrie Elspeth jewellery has amazed as well as astounded
with a great range of items that are completely alluring. Through bringing of the many different
materials, which are also sourced from all over the world and then used in original ways, there is no
wonder why they have created the most stunning collection of unique pieces. As a result, you can
be sure that this will be a great collection of jewellery that can be fun, as well as sophisticated and
affordable at the same time. Carrie's jewellry has been also grown to become a major brand and
this has been achieved through designing jewellery that is incredibly fashionable, and listening to
the feedbacks of her customers as well.

By understanding on the things that could make he customers happy, Carrie Elspeth's successful
jewellery range has now gone from strength to strength.  Other than that, the real beauty of this
jewellery is actually in its simple style. You can see from its delicate shapes as well as originality
among the great choice of their necklaces, earrings, bracelets wherein each piece is also fashioned
with care. Carrie's jewellery collection has actually a wonderful versatility, whether you want to mix
and match it or just wear pieces that will co-ordinate perfectly. Also, because of its gleaming quality,
you can share these cute and attractive accents and then designs, all adding to the fun that Carrie
Elspeth jewellery brings to you.
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